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Abstract. The recent developments in time-domain diffuse optics that rely on physical concepts (e.g., time-
gating and null distance) and advanced photonic components (e.g., vertical cavity source-emitting laser as
light sources, single photon avalanche diode, and silicon photomultipliers as detectors, fast-gating circuits,
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1 Introduction
The study of photon propagation in highly scattering media
(diffuse optics) is a powerful tool to noninvasively investigate
biological tissues in depth.1,2 For most biological media in the
600- to 1100-nm range, the scattering coefficient is much higher
than the absorption coefficient, thus hindering information from
the human body that in absence of scattering would appear
transparent as a feebly colored glass. The attractiveness of prob-
ing the human tissues and their functions with light has fostered
great efforts to cope with the challenges of “diffuse optics,” lead-
ing to a whole range of new physical concepts, theoretical mod-
els, instruments, measurement approaches, and applications.
The terms near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) and diffuse optical
imaging (DOI) are used in the scientific community to refer to
the techniques used for noninvasive monitoring and imaging
with diffuse light. Typically, light is injected into the medium
and the signal re-emitted at some distance(s) on the surface is
analyzed to retrieve information carried by photons along their
paths. In the simplest case, continuous wave (CW) illumination
and detection are employed.3–5 Conversely, the adoption either
of a frequency-domain (FD)6 or of a time-domain (TD)7–10
scheme permits to add a further dimension in the measurement,
e.g., disentangling absorption from scattering contributions.
This review is focused on the specific advantages and per-
spectives of the TD approach, whereas a more comprehensive
comparison among the different modalities can be found
elsewhere.1,11,12 On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of
the foundation of the Journal of Biomedical Optics—the first
journal to focus specific interest around the diffuse optics appli-
cations and community—it is time to take stock and try to
develop a long-term vision on the perspectives in the field.
The first proposals of TD diffuse optics applied to biological
media date back to the late 1980s.13–16 Since then, the technol-
ogy has advanced through major steps, which in turn brought
about new applications. The first generation of TD systems was
based on large table-top pulsed lasers combined with expensive
streak-camera or a delicate microchannel-plate (MCP) photo-
multiplier (PMT) coupled to rack-hosted nuclear instrumenta-
tion module (NIM) for time-correlated single-photon counting
(TCSPC).17–21 These laboratory systems permitted to explore
the fundamentals of diffuse optics in the TD18,20,22–24 and to
obtain the first basic measurements on the optical characteriza-
tion of biological tissues in vivo.17,25–27
The second generation was made possible by the introduc-
tion of compact and rugged light sources, detectors, and
electronics.28,29 In particular, sources were provided by pulsed
diode lasers, while for detection metal-channel dynodes PMTs
were proposed. Processing electronics were provided by TCSPC
boards hosted in a personal computer. These components made
it possible to construct rack-based systems suitable for use in
clinical environments. Also, they opened the way to the seminal
work on multichannel acquisition, as a key requisite for real-
time imaging and tomography.30–33 Several problems that had
to be faced, like dynamic signal attenuation, multipoint, multi-
wavelength discrimination, and sharing of the maximum count-
rate among multiple channels are also key issues for future
high-throughput systems.
A third generation, which constitutes the actual state-of-the-
art, takes advantage also of fiber-based source (complemented
with photonic crystal fibers for broad spectral coverage), hybrid
detector, or solid-state detector [e.g., single photon avalanche
diode (SPAD)], and time-to-digital converters (TDCs).34
Thus, a number of in vivo applications and clinical studies
were possible with TD systems in different areas, primarily opti-
cal mammography,35 brain mapping,36 and muscle monitoring.37
In these studies, the target was mainly oxygenated and deoxy-
genated blood content in biological tissues. In other pilot
studies, the noninvasive assessment of main tissue components
like lipid,38 bone,39 and collagene40 was investigated. The TD
technique has been also used for the nondestructive optical
characterization of food,41 wood,42 pharmaceuticals,43–45 and
semiconductor powders.46
At present, the majority of TD systems are custom-made
laboratory prototypes36,37 while, to our knowledge, only two
complete TD diffuse optics systems are available on the market
(TRS-20, Hamamatsu Ltd., Japan47 and PICOXEA TCSPC
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Analyser, Aurea Technologies, France48). The high costs of
components, their problems of scalability, and the intrinsic
higher complexity of a TD system hampered the spread of
this technique.
It is worth noting that TD NIRS has been implemented also
with measurement schemes different than the traditional one
based on pulsed lasers and TCSPC devices. Formerly, the equiv-
alent of the amplitude modulation was proposed for TD instru-
ments by means of a pseudo coding modulation.49,50 Very
recently, Borycki et al.51 presented an approach to TD NIRS
based on the analysis of spectral interference fringe pattern
as measured by a Mach–Zehnder interferometer with a fre-
quency swept narrow linewidth laser (iNIRS). In that work, pho-
ton time-of-flight measurements have been demonstrated in a
homogeneous medium (a nonabsorbing 1-cm thick glass cuvette
filled with a water solution of Intralipid). Although the presented
iNIRS setup is not suitable for imaging applications, the iNIRS
results are promising, especially for the possibility to simulta-
neously record the dynamical properties of turbid media
(e.g., equivalent to diffuse correlation spectroscopy). However,
further work is needed to verify the performances of the iNIRS
approach in realistic conditions for biomedical applications
(e.g., reflectance measurements with large source–detector sep-
aration on tissue phantom with absorbing properties closer to
those of in vivo biological tissue).
At present, we are just at the dawn of a next generation (next-
gen) of TD systems, with a breakthrough in terms of perfor-
mance, size, cost, and flexibility, which will possibly result
in great impact on new and widespread applications. This break-
through is enabled by two factors: on one side, the physics of
TD diffuse optics, which offers unique properties to boost sen-
sitivity, resolution, and quantitation, and on the other side, the
enormous recent advancements of photonics, which enables
a new class of optoelectronics components and devices.
We have tried to render our vision of the diffuse optics field
by means of a modified hype cycle diagram.52 In Fig. 1, we have
illustrated our expectations in terms of visibility, usability, and
relative maturity for the CW approach and of the TD approach.
For the latter case, we have distinguished between the classic
TD systems, including up to the third generation of TD systems,
and the next-gen TD systems. In the last 20 years, the CW
approach has been characterized by a strong rise in expectations.
Indeed, the CW approach is at the moment very strong, with
clinically accepted fields of application and very strong research
related to high-density NIRS.53 However, the noticeable
advances in technology, which have allowed the development
of wearable devices or of complex multichannel and multiwa-
velength instruments, have always been based on physical mod-
els that rely on the measurement of light attenuation, like in the
very first example of application of NIRS technology.54 We
believe that only with a synergic approach between physics
and technology, will it be possible for the diffuse optics field
to sustain its growth. This is what is now happening in the
next-gen TD approach.
The structure of the paper aims to present the foundations
stemming from recent research at the basis of the next-gen dif-
fuse optics and to prefigure the most promising outcomes in
terms of applications. More specifically, the physics of TD dif-
fuse optics is presented in Sec. 2, the technological advance-
ments toward next-gen devices are discussed in Sec. 3, while
the long-term vision and future applications are highlighted in
Sec. 4.
2 Physical Concepts
In this section, we briefly outline the main physical concepts that
are peculiar to the TD approach. A comprehensive description of
the physics of photon migration in the framework provided by
the radiative transport theory and the diffusion theory can be
found in Ref. 55.
In the wavelength range between 600 and 1100 nm, two main
phenomena affect the photon trajectories in biological tissues:
scattering and absorption. When a scattering event occurs,
the photon is deviated. Scattering is caused by microscopic
refractive index changes inside the tissue, which are linked to
its structural properties.56 On the other hand, the absorption phe-
nomenon, with the consequent annihilation of a photon, is due to
the presence of particular chromophores inside the tissue that
convert light intensity into other kinds of energy, either radiative
(i.e., fluorescence) or nonradiative (i.e., vibrational). Both the
scattering and the absorption interactions can be described by
means of simple coefficients, μ 0s and μa, respectively, which
Fig. 1 Modified hype cycle diagram for the CW approach, the classic
TD approach, and for the next-gen TD approach. The diagram
represents the authors’ interpretation of the hype cycle of these
technologies.
Fig. 2 (a) Scheme of a time-resolved NIRS measurement in reflec-
tance geometry: the injected light pulse [in terms of the instrument
response function (IRF), red] and the broadened DTOF (black),
detected at a distance ρ from the injected point, are represented
as a function of time. Time-gating of the DTOF allows a selective prob-
ing of the diffuse medium: photons with early (magenta) and late
(blue) arrival times probe different regions of the diffusive medium
(magenta and blue areas, respectively, in panel b). In particular,
only late photons are sensitive to the localized black inclusion deeply
embedded in the diffusive medium.
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represent the inverse of the free-mean path between consecutive
scattering and absorption events.
In the TD approach, a pulse of light with the duration of tens
of picoseconds is injected into the tissue, typically exploiting a
suitable optical fiber. The light pulse then propagates inside the
tissue and it can be eventually detected at a certain distance from
the injection point (typically in the range from 10 to 40 mm) [see
Fig. 2(a)].
Besides the reflectance configuration described above, it is
also possible to investigate biological tissues by means of a
transmittance approach, where source and detector fibers are
located in opposite sides of the tissue. This approach is feasible
when the thickness of the tissue does not exceed values of
the order of 60 to 80 mm, and it has been successfully applied
in the measurements of breast,57 calcaneus bone,39 or finger.58
Moreover, a fully tomographic approach has been applied
for studying the infant brain.59,60 However, other interesting
biological tissues and structures, such as heart, lung, and adult
brain, are presently accessible only by the reflectance approach.
Furthermore, when the transmittance approach is feasible, also
the reflectance configuration can be usefully adopted.
The histogram of the time-of-flight of photons emerging
from the tissue, known as the photon distribution of time-of-
flight (DTOF) or the temporal point spread function (TPSF),
results delayed, broadened, and attenuated with respect to the
injected light pulse, because of the propagation inside the dif-
fusive medium. In particular, the delay is due to the finite time
that light takes to travel the distance between the injection and
detection point; the broadening is mainly due to the different
paths that photons travel because of multiple scattering. The
attenuation appears because both absorption and scattering
phenomena remove photons from the considered direction.
Increasing the scattering yields an increased delay and broaden-
ing of the DTOF and decreases the number of detected photons.
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Fig. 3 Sensitivity profiles (log10) for (a) ρ ¼ 0 and (b) for ρ ¼ 30 mm in a homogeneous diffusive medium
at three times (0.5, 1, 1.5 ns). Each white line represents the contour edge of the contrast at every de-
cade. (c) TPSF for small source–detector separations ρ and for ρ ¼ 30 mm in a homogeneous diffusive
medium. Data for t < 500 ps and ρ < 5 mmwere obtained by Monte Carlo simulations, while the diffusion
equation was used for longer times and larger distances. (d) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
contrast line scans for ρ ¼ 0 (open symbols) and for ρ ¼ 30 mm (filled symbols) for different depths
(5 mm, diamond; 15 mm, triangle; 25 mm, circle) of an absorption perturbation [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)
have been taken from Ref. 68].
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Finally, absorption affects both the signal intensity and the
trailing edge (i.e., slope of the tail) of the DTOF, leaving the
temporal position of the DTOF substantially unchanged.
Because scattering and absorption phenomena affect differ-
ently the DTOF, for homogeneous media, μ 0s and μa can be
obtained exploiting a single-distance TD measurement. This
aspect, grounded on the physics of photon migration in diffusive
media, is one of the peculiarities of the TD approach that differ-
entiates it from the other approaches.
As a matter of fact, in many cases, the biological tissues of
interest are well below the skin surface: the brain cortex and the
muscle are usually studied, but also the lung or the heart could
be possible targets. Then, the penetration capability of diffuse
light is crucial for this extent. In the CW approach, the only
way to increase the average penetration depth of photons inside
a diffusive medium is to increase the distance between the injec-
tion and detection points.61 Proceeding in this way, however, has
several drawbacks. First, the explored volume by photons is
very large, with the consequence of a reduced lateral spatial res-
olution and a reduced sensitivity, in terms of fraction of detected
photons that have effectively visited the region of interest.
Second, the increase of the source–detector distance unavoid-
ably causes a reduction of detected photons and, then, of the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measure. Finally, the penetra-
tion depth strongly depends on the absorption coefficient,61
resulting in different probing depth at different wavelengths.
In the TD approach, instead, the average depth reached by a
photon is directly related to the average time spent inside the
tissue, before being eventually detected: the larger the arrival
time of photons with respect to the injection time, the deeper
the photons penetrate inside the tissue.61,62 Obviously, it is
also true that the larger the arrival time, the lower the number
of emerging photons, with negative effects on the SNR, but, in
principle, the information on depth structures is physically avail-
able. Then, in the TD approach, the information on the reached
depth is encoded in the arrival time of the photons, with mar-
ginal dependence on the source–detector distance. This fact is a
peculiarity of the TD approach and gives incomparable advan-
tages, with respect to the other techniques, that can be exploited.
For instance, the sensitivity to deep structures can be enhanced
by a time-gating operation to select only the late arrival photons
in the DTOF [see Fig. 2(b)].63 Moreover, by considering a more
complex time-slicing of the DTOF, it is possible to uncouple in
the measured signal contributions coming from deeper struc-
tures from those due to shallower ones.64–67
Another inherent advantage exhibited by the TD approach is
that, since the photon penetration capability does not depend on
source–detector distance, measurements at null source-detector
distance also are conceivable. This possibility is important,
because the lateral extension of the diffusive medium explored
by photons is reduced to the minimum, and the lateral resolution
reaches its physical limit [see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)].
In two pioneering papers,68,69 the feasibility of the null dis-
tance approach and its advantages in terms of optimal signal
level, contrast, and spatial resolution were demonstrated both
theoretically and experimentally. However, this approach is
achievable only by applying an efficient time-gating mechanism
that extracts the few, useful, late (deep travelling) photons out of
the overwhelming burst of early (superficial) photons. Indeed,
the number of early arriving photons becomes increasingly
Fig. 4 (a) Simulations of the contrast produced by an absorption perturbation set at increasing depths z
in a homogeneous diffusive medium (μa ¼ 0.1 cm−1, μ 0s ¼ 10 cm−1) and related to an ideal TD (blue solid
lines) or CW (red dashed lines) system. The detectability region is represented in white. TD data are
obtained at ρ ¼ 0 at increasing delays. CW data are obtained at increasing source–detector distances.
Reconstruction results of the tomography performed using (b) CW and (c) TD simulated data. The rep-
resented surfaces correspond to the half of the maximum of the absorption changeΔμa obtained in all the
volume. The simulated perturbation is also depicted in red as reference (this figure has been taken from
Ref. 73).
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larger, relatively to the late arriving photons, when the source–
detector separation becomes smaller and smaller [see Fig. 3(c)].
Exploiting a fast-gated detector, the null source–detector dis-
tance approach has been successfully applied at a laboratory
level for noninvasive detection of brain activity using a single
optode,69 single-fiber interstitial optical biopsy,70 noncontact
deep tissue functional imaging,71 and diffuse optical tomogra-
phy (DOT) using a compact probe with few injection-collection
fibers.72
The adoption of the null source–detector distance approach
permits to investigate the ultimate physical limits of TD diffuse
optics in terms of spatial resolution, sensitivity, and depth pen-
etration under the maximum safe laser exposure. In Fig. 4(a), it
is reported that the contrast produced by a localized absorption
perturbation set at increasing depths z in a homogeneous diffu-
sive medium, when densely packed ideal sources and detectors
(100% fill factor on 1-cm2 optode, unitary quantum efficiency,
perfect gating capability) are considered, with laser exposure
and acquisition time compatible with clinical environment.73
In the CWapproach, depth sensitivity is limited by the maximal
usable source–detector distance, whereas the ideal TD system
can explore deep structures even at null distance provided
that enough late photons are collected. In particular, a localized
absorption perturbation of 0.1 cm−1 over a 1-cm3 volume can be
potentially detected down to a maximal depth of 6 cm, which
represents the physical limit of detectability, assuming as detect-
ability criteria a contrast >1%, with a Poisson noise level <1%
(i.e., with a minimum of 104 detected photons). We note that
the physical limit is set by assuming the maximum possible pho-
ton harvesting. In an ideal TD system, this is guaranteed by a
dense source and detector distribution on the optode, a configu-
ration reliable only because of the null distance approach. The
ideal TD scheme is optimal also for three-dimensional (3-D)
tomography in reflectance geometry, as shown for instance in
Figs. 4(b) and 4(c).
The issue of spatial resolution (both lateral and in-depth) is
surely a crucial one in DOI and tomography. While the null
source–detector approach can increase spatial resolution as
compared to the large source–detector separation,68 still upon
increasing the photon arrival time, the spread of the photon spa-
tial distribution increases as well resulting in a dramatic blurring
of the contrast profile. As a quick example, referring to the case
of Fig. 4, a point-like optical inhomogeneity set at a depth z ¼
2.5 cm will produce a large relative contrast (20%) at t ¼ 4 ns,
but with a lateral broadening of 2.5 cm (FWHM), as shown in
Fig. 3(d). With a proper SNR, 3-D tomographic reconstruction
can increase the spatial resolution as compared to the purely
planar imaging case. In the CW case, a dense arrangement of
sources and detectors with a large SNR was proven both
theoretically74 and experimentally75 to significantly increase
spatial resolution in DOT. The gain in depth sensitivity offered
by the time-gated approach could also lead to better spatial res-
olution in DOT. Still, the question is open, and it is not settled
whether a very deep inclusion with a detectable contrast could
be imaged with an acceptable spatial resolution.
3 Photonic Components
In order to fully exploit the potentialities of the TD approach
described in Sec. 2, it is fundamental to overcome the techno-
logical limitations of the components and devices currently used
in TD systems.
As a general consideration, in Fig. 5, we have highlighted the
evolution of TD systems in terms of volume, cost, and perfor-
mances (as summed up in the simple parameter photon count-
per-second, cps) during the last 20 years and the foreseen devel-
opment in the next 20 years to come. In the last two decades, we
have experienced a reduction of about 4 orders of magnitude in
the cost of detectors (from 106 $ for a streak camera-based
system to 102 $ for a solid-state device), and a parallel increase
of a similar factor in the performances (from 104 cps of NIM




Fig. 5 Evolution of TD systems. (a) Evolution of the performances in
term of photon counts-per-second. The performances have been
improved of about 4 orders of magnitude from NIM module based
instrumentation to new microelectronic components. (b) Evolution
in term of volume. Volume has been decreased of 4 orders of mag-
nitude from laboratory systems to portable systems. (c) Evolution in
term of cost. The cost has been decreased of 4 orders of magnitude
from streak-camera based systems to solid-state device based
systems.
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Curiously, also the volume of a TD system has shrunk by
4 orders of magnitude (from 102 m3 of a laboratory room to
10−2 m3 of a portable bench-top system).
In this section, we review the main building blocks of a TD
system (i.e., light sources, fiber optics and accessories, detec-
tors, and timing electronics) with a special emphasis on the
future developments fostered by the incessant advance of pho-
tonic technologies.
3.1 Light Sources
The main characteristics of a laser source suitable for TD diffuse
optics measurements are emission wavelengths in the red and
near-infrared (NIR) region, where the main tissue constituents
show a measurable absorption, but not as high as in the visible
and infrared spectral region so as to probe tissue in depth; full-
width at half maximum (FWHM) as narrower as possible,
ideally like a delta function, so as not to hamper the time res-
olution of the overall system; high repetition rate (>20 MHz) in
order to allow the reconstruction of the DTOF with acquisition
time compatible with in vivo imaging (around 1 s or less); and a
sufficient average power (>1 mW) in order to achieve a suitable
SNR. Different types of lasers fulfil these conditions starting
from table-top laser systems down to compact original equip-
ment manufacturer solutions (see Ref. 36 for a recent review).
Often in diffuse optics instruments, different wavelengths are
injected in many points on the sample surface in order to per-
form a mapping (either tomography or topography) of the opti-
cal properties of the medium. In CW and FD systems, many
wavelengths can be injected together in different points at the
same time due to an amplitude modulation scheme, which guar-
antees the discrimination of the provenience of the detected
signal.76
A spectrally broadband light can be also injected at one
point. The wavelength multiplexing, in this case, relies on
the detection stage using dispersive elements like diffraction
gratings.19,77,78 It is worth noting that, by using this scheme,
the injected power is fixed for the broadband light source; thus,
due to spectral response of the tissue, the detected signal can
strongly change among the spectrum giving strong variations
in the SNR ratio among the detected wavelengths. Alternatively,
spectral measurements can be performed sequentially, using a
tunable filter and a proper adaptation of the injected power to
the tissue attenuation.45
In TD instruments used for DOI, two are the most used injec-
tion schemes. The first one is time multiplexing,36 where pulses
at different wavelengths are injected in the same point few nano-
seconds one after the other. Thus, detection points in the same
area of the sample collect photons of different wavelengths in
the same time slot. The same scheme is sequentially repeated
in all the desired points on the sample. The second scheme
is space multiplexing.79 In this scheme, different wavelengths
are injected in different parts of the sample enough faraway
one from the other in order to avoid crosstalk. Thus, detection
points in the same part of the sample collect photons of only one
wavelength, while in other points, faraway from the previous
ones, another wavelength is collected in the same time slot. It
is necessary to switch wavelengths between the different areas
of the sample in order to acquire all the wavelengths in all the
points of the sample.
A tradeoff between the number of measurement points and
the measuring time must be considered whichever multiplexing
methods are employed. In fact, all the schemes proposed in the
previous paragraphs do not contemplate light injection and
detection from more than two couples of optodes at the same
time. It is straightforward that a high number of measurement
points need longer lighting sequences of the injection points,
reducing the integration time for the photons collection in the
detection points and consequently, the achievable SNR. State-
of-the-art TD instruments are able to acquire images of up to
30 points with a frequency rate of 1 Hz.80–82 It is worth noting
that actual TD imagers are characterized by about 1 order of
magnitude less laser power and detection efficiency with respect
to the novel technologies presented in this paper. Another
important aspect to consider is that TD instruments need less
measurement points to cover the same area with respect to
CW and FD instruments. In fact, it is not necessary to consider
the use of short-distance measurement to uncouple the effect of
superficial layer, because photons average penetration depth is
independent of source–detector points distance. Thus, by
employing the multiplexing schemes already adopted in TD
instruments, it is possible to design a TD instrument with a
dense arrangement of sources and detectors with an imaging
rate like that of CW and FD instruments (which exploit hetero-
dyne modulation and demodulation schemes).
The first TD instruments were based on bulky lasers as Ti:
sapphire lasers.19,83 Their main characteristics are high average
power (up to 1 W), wide wavelength tunability (over 400 nm),
FWHM <1 ps, and repetition frequency up to 100 MHz. In par-
ticular, the large amount of available power would easily permit
the multiplexing of the injection points. This choice for a laser
source is suitable for a laboratory system, where the bulkiness
of the laser source and the long time for wavelength swapping
are not a limitation; certainly, this is not the proper solution
for a system designed for in vivo measurements in a clinical
environment.
In recent years, different pulsed fiber lasers based on super-
continuum generation appeared on the market,84,85 with typical
total average power of 5 to 10 W spread over a large spectrum
(400 to 2000 nm), pulses with FWHM <10 ps, and repetition
frequency of tens of megahertz. These laser sources, unlike
the Ti:sapphire lasers, are compact and suitable for a portable
system,86,87 and also wavelength selection can be performed
more rapidly. These characteristics fostered the widening of
the application of diffuse optics beyond the classical therapeutic
window (600 to 1000 nm). The main drawbacks of this technol-
ogy remain the high cost, the difficult power stabilization for
the nonlinear effects in the supercontinuum generation, and
in general, the limited robustness of the laser system.
The most commonly employed light sources in TD diffuse
optics instruments are pulsed diode lasers.80–82,88 They are edge
emitting laser diodes operated in gain switching mode in order
to produce a train of pulses with FWHM less than 100 to 200 ps,
average power of some milliwatts, and repetition rate up to
100 MHz. The costs and compactness of these sources are suf-
ficient for use in portable systems but not enough to think to a
multiplication of the laser units (e.g., more than 8) in the same
instrument. The main limitation of this kind of laser is the strict
correlation between laser average power and FWHM of the
pulses, which is intrinsically dependent on the gain switching
operation mode. In fact, it is hard to increase the average
power over a few milliwatts without broadening the laser pulses.
A recent development of these lasers is the miniaturization and
rationalization of the driving electronics tailoring the laser
source to the application and transforming the laser head into
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a stand-alone object.89,90 This type of light source is going to be
used in a compact and hybrid (integrating TD diffuse optics and
diffusion correlation spectroscopy) medical device for brain
monitoring in premature babies.91 All the laser sources dis-
cussed, independently of the technology exploited, cannot be
directly integrated on the probe in contact with the tissue but
can require a guiding optics to deliver light pulses to the sample.
In the last year, a first demonstration of a TD diffuse optics
instrument with the pulsed laser source directly integrated into
the probe was presented.73 The probe was based on a vertical
cavity source-emitting laser (VCSEL) with custom-made puls-
ing electronics. In this work, the source, directly in contact with
the tissue, was able to emit around of 1 mW of average power,
with a repetition frequency of 40 MHz and a FWHM of 250 ps.
The fact that in VCSEL lasers, the cavity is grown vertically and
not horizontally as in the edge-emitting lasers, reduces produc-
tions costs, ensures a higher aperture, and thus, a lower diver-
gent beam, and reduces power consumption even if the average
power emission in VCSEL is lower than in other semiconductor
lasers. Furthermore, the planar geometry permits to design and
build up two-dimensional arrays of VCSELs. The compactness
of this source, given by the fact that the laser cavity and the
ancillary circuitry can be hosted into a single application-spe-
cific integrated circuit (ASIC), and its low cost opens the pos-
sibility to have tens of laser sources directly on the probe,
without the necessity to multiplex the laser power of a single
source between different injection points. This possibility can
lead to a dense arrangement of measurement points, thus
improving the achievable SNR, and consequently reducing
the acquisition times and obviously shrinking the overall dimen-
sions of the system, in particular, for multichannel instruments.
This kind of scenario will surely need to cope with power dis-
sipation issues. Indeed, while single-photon detectors and tim-
ing electronics already started to be integrated into a single low-
power chip without the need of additional ancillary electronics
(see Secs. 3.3 and 3.4), the present implementation of TD sys-
tem with a probe-hosted laser source73 is still based on a discrete
component electronics design, which typically involves higher
power consumption to obtain the intense and fast current tran-
sitions needed for picosecond pulsing. It is thus required to
develop both high-efficiency ASIC solutions to replace discrete
components and proper heat management strategies.
The most important drawbacks for the use in TD diffuse
optics are the limited availability of wavelengths on the market,
with respect to other laser technologies, and the relatively low
emitted power. This last issue can be overcome by pulsing an
array of VCSELs instead of a single chip. Nowadays, many
application fields, where shorter wavelengths in the visible
and NIR region are becoming of interest, can be envisaged
for VCSELs: biomedical optics, sensing, consumer electronics,
and so on.92 The increased interest in this technology will push
the development of VCSELs emitting in a spectral region suit-
able for diffuse optics.
3.2 Fiber Optics and Accessories
A proper optical system is needed in order to deliver light pulses
onto the sample and to collect re-emitted light from it. In the TD
approach, both injection and detection optics should not broaden
light pulses and should guarantee the maximum coupling effi-
ciency between the instrument and sample.
TD systems typically use multimode single fibers or fiber
bundles directly in contact with the tissue to deliver light.
Optical fibers can be characterized in terms of few parameters
relevant for the application in diffuse optics: refractive index
profile (graded index or step index), numerical aperture (NA),
diameter, and attenuation. Furthermore, for in vivo application,
robustness, rigidity, and other mechanical aspects must also be
considered.
Graded index fibers typically show negligible temporal
dispersion (<1 ps∕m) but have lower core diameter (<200 μm)
and NA (<0.3) compared to step index fibers, which have a high
core diameter (up to 3 mm) and NA (<0.6), but also a higher
temporal dispersion (<100 ps∕m). In terms of attenuation, in
the range of wavelengths of interest for diffuse optics, we
can identify two categories: glass fibers with lower attenuation
(<0.001 dB∕m) and plastic fibers with higher attenuation
(<0.2 dB∕m). The type of material also implies the mechanical
characteristics: in fact, glass fibers are more rigid and heavier
than plastic fibers for the same core diameter.
Injection fibers do not need a high core diameter or high NA,
because it is quite easy to focus a collimated laser beam also in a
small core fiber; for this reason, the best choice for injection
optics is to use a graded index glass fiber (with 62.5- or 100-μm
core diameter) in order to prevent losses and pulse broadening.
Conversely, when the optical etendue93 of the detector is
much higher than the one of the detection fibers, detection fibers
need a large core and large NA in order to maximize light har-
vesting. Unfortunately, large core glass fibers are too rigid to be
practically used in TD instruments for in vivo measurements,
while plastic fibers show higher attenuation. For these reasons,
bundles of small-core glass step index fibers, with a high ratio
between the core and cladding diameter to optimize the filling
factor, are normally used; bundles of graded index fibers are
usually discarded because of their low filling factor resulting
in an insufficient active area. Step index fiber bundles maximize
light harvesting but increase the temporal broadening.94
Recently, large-core plastic graded index fibers appeared on
the market that were able to show negligible pulse broadening
(<1 ps∕m) but introduced very high losses (<0.2 dB∕m), which
limit the usable length of these fibers to a few meters.95,96
A new fascinating perspective is the adoption of a noncontact
scheme, where light is injected to and collected from the tissue
using distant remote optics. In this case, the broadening of the
pulse is not an issue because most of laser light propagation hap-
pens in free space, but the maximization of light harvesting and
the reduction of reflection remain the main problems. The non-
contact approach, now at a very early stage, is very attractive for
numerous applications ranging from neonatal monitoring to
wounds studies. In Refs. 71 and 97, an example of a noncontact
imager was presented, where a dense geometry of measurement
points was obtained, employing a galvanometric mirror in order
to scan the sample surface. The detection and acquisition
scheme were based on the null distance approach with time-
gated electronics, with the added value to suppress direct reflec-
tions at the detector originating from the noncontact scheme.
Each implemented solution represents a tradeoff between
collection efficiency and pulse broadening.98 The optimum sol-
ution should avoid fibers or bulk optics and, when the applica-
tion allows to touch the sample, it should place sources and
detectors directly in contact with the sample. Indeed, as we
described in Sec. 3.1, it is possible to integrate pulsed laser
sources directly into the probe. In the following Secs. 3.3 and
3.4, we present solutions in order to integrate into the probe
also the detectors and the timing electronics. The recent
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developments of photonics and optics can open wide scenarios
of applications in the diffuse optics field. One possible applica-
tion could be the microlens arrays coupled with a dense array of
detectors (and sources) for light harvesting (and injection) or the
integration of optic and electronic components in a hybrid chip
in order to produce an optical feedback loop directly on the chip
for monitoring the instrument status.
3.3 Detectors
The unceasing trend toward reliable, low-cost, and compact TD
diffuse optics systems is fostering the interest in solid-state
single-photon detectors as the most valuable alternative to tradi-
tional sensors. Photocathode-based devices like PMTs, MCP-
PMTs, or hybrid PMTs99 are indeed intrinsically bulky and
not scalable due to their structure based on the separation in
a vacuum tube between the cathode and the electron multipli-
cation region. Additionally, the presence of electromagnetic
fields can prevent their use in particular environments [e.g.,
close to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems] and the
exposure to mechanical shocks or normal room light can easily
be lethal for the device. Finally, they require a biasing voltage of
few kV to trigger the electron multiplication process and they
are quite expensive due to the fabrication process.
On the other hand, solid-state detectors like SPADs are not
affected by previous disadvantages, but up to now, they have
rarely been the first choice for TD diffuse optics systems due
to their small active area diameter of few hundreds of microm-
eters in the best case.100,101 Devices with an active area diameter
up to 0.5 mm recently have been demonstrated, but their timing
performance is still unsatisfactory for this application.102
Diffuse optics intrinsically requires detectors with a large
active area to maximize light harvesting since, differently
from collimated light, diffused photons cannot be focused with-
out significant losses into a small area. Similarly, when large-
core fibers or fiber bundles are employed to collect diffused pho-
tons, a small area device still represents a bottleneck for the light
harvesting efficiency. Therefore, photon detection efficiency
(PDE) alone is insufficient to provide information on the photon
collection effectiveness of a detection chain. Within the recent
activity on standardization of the characterization protocols for
photon migration instruments,63,103,104 the so-called “responsiv-
ity” (i.e., overall PDE from a Lambertian source) has been
defined in order to have a figure of merit providing direct infor-
mation about the overall efficiency in detecting light emerging
from tissues. Responsivity indeed depends not only on PDE
but also on the NA of the optical system and on the effective
collection area. Due to the small active area of commercially
available SPADs, the responsivity of a detection chain based
on this technology is typically tens or hundreds of times
lower than in a PMT-based system,105 thus reducing the SNR
of the measurement.
At any rate, this technology has been considered within
recent years69–72,97,106,107 because it is the only one presently
allowing the exploration of new physical concepts like the
null source–detector separation and measurement schemes
based on the dense arrangement of optodes.73 We already dis-
cussed in Sec. 2 the requirement of a time-gated acquisition sys-
tem in order to allow a small or null separation geometry by
rejecting early photons. Even if time-gating of photocathode-
based detectors is feasible by applying a fast voltage transition
to the signal amplification stage to suppress the electron multi-
plication process,108–112 or again by properly acting on the ramp
voltage of a streak camera in order to sweep undesired photo-
electrons out of the phosphor screen,113 the photocathode is
always hit by the burst of unwanted early light, thus possibly
damaging it or at least demoting its performance in terms of
background noise. This problem is not easily noticed using a
SPAD, where usually millions of carriers can flow within the
junction without any problem for the detector.114 In a SPAD,
a single-photon impinging on the active area can generate a sin-
gle electron–hole pair, which is accelerated by the high electric
field (well above the breakdown level), thus possibly triggering
an avalanche current pulse in the mA range since the current is
limited by the front-end circuit at a level well below the dam-
aging threshold.115 Therefore, usually, the light exposure cannot
have a permanent detrimental effect on the detector.
When operated in the time-gated mode for TD diffuse optics,
the SPAD biasing voltage is kept below breakdown in corre-
spondence of early photons; then, it is swiftly increased above
breakdown (e.g., transition time <200 ps) to be able to detect
late photons.116–118 In this way, the early light exiting from
the tissue will generate millions of electron–hole pairs without
affecting the detector performance at late times. However, in the
case of very strong light exposure during the gate-off time (e.g.,
>1 mW), the background noise starts to increase, thus setting a
limit of about 8 orders of magnitude to the maximum achievable
dynamic range in time-gated measurements.119 Such a value is
much higher than the typical dynamic range that can be obtained
by employing a detection chain based on standard free-running
(i.e., not-gated) detectors and short integration times. Simula-
tions demonstrated that an unreasonable integration time of
more than 3 years would be required for a free-running SPAD
to obtain the same dynamic range that be achieved in just 1 s
using a fast-gated one.120 The realization of fast time-gated
SPAD detectors has been possible due to the evolution of the
front-end electronic circuits.121 Different solutions have been
proposed in the literature for time-gated microelectronic detec-
tors for telecommunication wavelengths,122–128 but the fast tran-
sitions required by diffuse optics at null-distance, together with
the requirement for a flat detection efficiency of the detector just
after the fast transition, required a dedicated development.116
Besides responsivity and the ability to operate in time-gating,
the detector response tail is another feature particularly impor-
tant for properly probing highly scattering media at small
source–detector separations. In a SPAD, photons can be
absorbed either within the depleted high-electric field region
(thus, promptly triggering the avalanche of carriers) or within
the neutral region close to the active junction.129 In this latter
case, the avalanche triggering is delayed since photogenerated
carriers have to move at first by diffusion before reaching the
high field region, thus giving rise to an exponential decay
tail in the IRF (typically from tens up to hundreds of picosecond
time constant) that can lower the performances in both the
recovery of the optical properties and in the investigation of
heterogeneous media.130 Presently, the problem has been solved
due to an accurate selection of the production run (∼90-ps decay
time constant),116 but future research must cope with this feature
in tailoring novel devices for the specific application.
As mentioned earlier, SPADs also enabled the concept of a
dense arrangement of measurement points to maximize the
SNR.73 Similar to the situation already described for VCSELs,
a SPAD requires in principle a quite simple front-end electron-
ics, which can be integrated into a single chip that can be ideally
placed close to the SPAD die or behind it using 3-D integrated
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circuit arrangements. In this way, many SPADs can be arranged
into a small area with high density. Furthermore, they can be
placed directly in front of the tissue under investigation, thus
avoiding the use of either cumbersome fiber bundles or addi-
tional optics elements that could introduce both additional losses
and spread in time. In this latter case, the gain in responsivity is
very high (around 1 order of magnitude) due to the high NA of
the detector (close to 1) that improves diffused light harvesting
with respect to the use of any optics or optical fibers.73
It is worth now to point out that SPADs can be realized using
different technologies. Generally speaking, it is possible to
distinguish between custom-technology SPADs and comple-
mentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) SPADs.131 In the
former case, performances are usually better (e.g., PDE and
noise level), but the required driving electronics cannot be
directly integrated on the same SPAD die. The latter technology
usually features slightly lower performances, but it allows the
integration of the whole electronic circuitry on the same die
of the SPAD. Therefore, CMOS SPAD technology easily allows
the realization of large arrays of thousands of cells, each one
containing a single SPAD and its own basic front-end circuitry
and sometimes also counters or TDCs for the generation of the
photon time stamps.132 Unfortunately, the use of large SPAD
arrays in TD diffuse optics to cope with the low responsivity
of the single SPAD is not truly effective since the ratio between
the active area of the detector and the area of the silicon die used
for the additional electronics is typically small (a few percent),
thus losing the majority of photons emerging from the tissue.
It is evident at this point that the ideal single-photon detector
for TD diffuse optics is a solid-state detector, but with the wide
active area typical of photocathode-based devices. At present,
the only available solution is represented by silicon photomul-
tipliers (SiPM) also known as multipixel photon counters and in
many other ways depending on the producer.133,134 Essentially,
its basic structure is similar to an array of hundreds or thousands
of SPADs, all connected in parallel with a high fill factor (e.g.,
>60%), giving a single-global anode and a single-global cath-
ode contact. Additionally, each SPAD is equipped with an
integrated quenching resistor of different hundreds kΩ, which
passively quenches the avalanche ignition triggered by a photon
and then passively restores the previous biasing condition.100
The passive quenching/restoring scheme is widely recognized to
be slow and ineffective, thus limiting the maximum count rate
and increasing the background noise of the detector due to
afterpulsing.135 However, those effects are mainly due to the
parasitic capacitance of the resistor terminal,121 which is almost
negligible when the resistor is integrated. Additionally, every
time a cell is fired by a single photon, the device outputs a volt-
age pulse, while other thousands of cells remain ready to detect
other photons, thus allowing very high count rates up to a billion
counts per second (cps).136,137 SiPMs were originally developed
as photon-number resolving detectors exploiting their parallel
structure that allows outputting a voltage pulse almost propor-
tional to the number of photons simultaneously impinging onto
the detector. Indeed, their development has been strongly
pushed ahead by high-energy physics applications and positron
emission tomography (PET) scanners, where they are used to
detect light triggered by charged particles or ionizing radiation
into scintillators.138 However, their use in single-photon count-
ing and timing applications has long been assumed unfeasible in
particular due to the high-background noise of some Mcps for a
1-mm2 device and discordant data about timing resolution (from
few hundreds of ps to >1 ns).139,140 However, due to the highly
demanding applications with different links to diffuse optics
requirements (e.g., large area, low noise, high timing resolution,
and buttable geometry to parallelize many measurement
points), the SiPM technology recently evolved toward improved
performance and very low cost (e.g., few tens € for a single
device).141–143 Indeed, during the last 3 years, SiPM started to
be considered for CW diffuse optics prototypes144,145 and last
year, their use was also demonstrated in the TD regime,146
mainly due to a targeted selection of high-performance devices
and to the development of a compact and suitable electronic
solution to maximize the timing resolution.147 SiPMs have dem-
onstrated more than 1 order of magnitude improvement in
responsivity with respect to state-of-the-art devices,146 with high
temporal resolution (∼60 or ∼130 ps for 1.7- and 9-mm2 devi-
ces, respectively, presently, the fastest response reported in
the literature) and acceptable dark count rate (∼105 cps∕mm2),
thus opening the way to novel outlooks in the field with fasci-
nating perspectives toward wearable and low-cost devices. Their
clinical exploitation is essentially starting right now due to the
realization of the first clinical broadband diffuse optical spec-
trometer, which already demonstrated its potential in clinical
setting in the measurement of different bony prominences of
the human body as a pilot step toward noninvasive assessment
of bone pathologies,105,148 and of the first prototype of clinical
system for in-vivo brain oximetry.149
Unfortunately, the present technology of SiPM does not
allow the fast-gated operation,150 thus preventing small source–
detector separation measurements. This is another point that the
future research has to address, maybe due to the use of the
CMOS process to realize novel SiPM architectures,151 since
in this case, it is also possible to integrate custom electronics
in each pixel at the expense of the fill factor.
Solid-state technology has also permitted to explore in dif-
fuse optics the spectral region beyond 1100 nm, where strong
differences are expected among different tissues components,
but little data are available in scattering media. The extension
of clinical systems beyond 1100 nm is expected to provide
an important contribution for the quantification of, for example,
collagen (for breast cancer risk assessment), glucose (for mon-
itoring diabetes), or hydroxyapatite (for osteoporosis diagnosis).
Unfortunately, time-resolved detectors for the NIR region like
PMTs are affected by additional disadvantages like low quan-
tum efficiency (e.g., ∼0.5%) and high transit time spread
(>1 ns), while, due to the high absorption of water at wave-
lengths longer than 1000 nm, both quantum efficiency and
timing resolution become particularly important: the former
because of the high attenuation that affects the total amount
of photons exiting from the tissue; the latter because a high
absorption coefficient produces narrow waveforms of remitted
photons, thus approaching the width of the IRF and possibly
preventing the possibility to properly recover optical proper-
ties.103 A possible alternative is offered by MCP-PMTs for the
NIR region, which still present low quantum efficiency but
much narrower time jitter (<100 ps), and they have been suc-
cessfully used for TD diffuse optics systems up to 1400 nm.152
Also for the NIR region, SPADs are truly attractive due to
their high quantum efficiency (30% to 40%, i.e., about 2 orders
of magnitude higher than photocathode-based devices) and low
time jitter (<50 ps), but again, their small active area (typically
<50 μm diameter, i.e., 3 or 4 orders of magnitude smaller than
those of a NIR-PMT) limits the photon collection efficiency.153,154
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In this case, the device is much more complex with respect to
silicon SPADs since the absorption region is typically made of
InGaAs to absorb NIR radiation, while the avalanche process
takes place in another lattice-matched layer with a larger energy
band gap (e.g., InP or InAlAs) in order to avoid to have high
electric fields within a low-energy band-gap region since this
combination would generate a very high dark count rate due
to field-assisted noise generation processes. These detectors
also require moderate cooling with, e.g., a Peltier stage, to
limit the spontaneous thermal generation. Noticeably, a compact
TD diffuse optics system working up to 1700 nm based on an
InGaAs/InP SPAD has been built up, with successful proof-of-
concept measurements on lipid,155 collagen,156 and in vivo.157
In order to provide solid-state single-photon detectors with
a high photon counting rate and photon-number resolving
capability also for the NIR range, an architecture similar to
SiPM has been proposed also for InGaAs SPADs, under the
name of negative feedback avalanche diode.158,159 Such a device
has been produced in arrays of tens of detectors,160 but the fill
factor is still quite low, being similar to arrays of SPADs.
However, this technology seems to be promising in terms of per-
formances to allow in the future to replace photocathode-based
detectors also in the NIR region, thus prefiguring broadband dif-
fuse optical spectrometers with extended spectral region with
the combination of silicon and III-V detectors technologies.
3.4 Timing Electronics
In a TD system, the detector provides a voltage pulse that marks
the arrival time of a detected photon. After that, a final stage
provides a digital number that encodes such time with respect
to the synchronization signal. This time-stamp can be used to
build up a histogram of the arrival times of detected photons,
thus recovering the time-resolved curve shape for further analy-
sis. The technique is named TCSPC.99,161,162 Similar to previous
components, also in this case, the main impairments are high
cost, high power dissipation, and limited performance (e.g., con-
version time, linearity, time resolution, and so on).
Generally speaking, there are two main strategies for design-
ing a timing stage: one is based on a time-to-analog converter
(TAC) and the other one is based on a TDC.99,163 In the former
case, the time difference between the start and the stop pulse is
converted into a voltage amplitude, which is then processed by
an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to obtain the digital code
related to the delay. In the latter case, the whole process is digital
and based on the combination of suitable delay lines and digital
counters. Usually, analog technologies perform better in terms
of timing resolution, but are lacking in integration capability,
thus forcing the use of discrete electronic components. On the
contrary, a TDC can be integrated into a single chip, thus easily
allowing multichannel devices, but the timing performances in
terms of both resolution and linearity are usually worse.
The first generation of TCSPC electronics, used since the
early 1970s for the measurement of fluorescence decays, was
based on bulky rack-hosted NIM devices. The complete timing
electronics was essentially composed of the combination of
three modules: TAC, ADC, and a multichannel analyzer to gen-
erate the histogram of the arrival times. With these solutions, the
maximum conversion rate (expressed as counts per second, cps)
was limited between few tens of kcps to about 100 kcps.161
A modern solution, commonly used in TD diffuse optics sys-
tems, is the use of either a PC board based on TACs and ADCs99,164
or a bench module based on TDCs.165 Notwithstanding the
differences between these two technologies, they show similar
performances in terms of minimum timing jitter (∼10 ps),
nonlinearity (∼1%), maximum count rate (few Mcps),
power consumption (tens of watts), and cost (few k€/channel).
However, the recent developments in TDC chips provide prom-
ising new solutions for the next generation of diffuse optics sys-
tems with the potentiality to reduce costs and provide compact
and low power technologies able to be integrated into future
wearable devices.166,167 Indeed, arrays of thousands of SPADs
with in-pixel TDC132,168–170 or alternatively with a battery of
TDCs shared among different pixels171,172 are being developed
in cost-effective CMOS process. These solutions have just
started to be applied on phantoms in TD diffuse optics systems
and are providing promising results.173
A very interesting alternative is represented by the so-called
“digiSiPM,” which is similar to a standard SiPM, but integrates
one (or sometimes more) TDC.174 In this case, the SiPM-like
architecture potentially guarantees high responsivity, while
the integrated TDC allows to minimize cost, size, and power
consumption. However, the dark count rate of this kind of detec-
tor is still too high to be fully suitable for real application, being
of the order of a few Mcps∕mm2. Considering that, in order to
limit the pile-up distortion when using a TCSPC approach, there
is the need to keep the conversion rate of the detection chain in
the order of few percent of the laser repetition rate (typically,
<100 MHz),175 the dark count rate alone may completely satu-
rate the maximum count rate of the TDC. While waiting for an
improvement of the technology in terms of noise, other possible
solutions are emerging like novel digiSiPM architectures with
banks of tens of TDCs shared among different cells of the
SiPM, thus potentially improving the maximum counting
rate.176,177 Indeed, in this case, the detection chain is essentially
split into parallel chains, thus breaking the limit of the pile-up
distortion: every time a single cell of the SiPM is fired, one of
the TDCs starts to compute the time-stamp, but in the mean-
while, thousands of other cells are ready to detect other photons
and tens of other TDCs are ready to start other conversions.
Therefore, multiple photons can be properly processed for
each laser pulse instead of just one like in more traditional sol-
utions, thus reaching conversion rates up to ∼1 Gcps on a single
detection stage, with a potential breakthrough in the SNR of
the measurement.178,179 However, the applicability of novel
digiSiPMs in TD diffuse optics systems is still to be demon-
strated, since, up to now, they have been mainly applied in fluo-
rescence decay measurements.
Recently, a possible alternative approach has been proposed
to increase the count rate, based on a dual-window fast-gated
counter to acquire the remitted photons at both early and late
delays, but in well-defined time-windows.180 This approach is
useful in applications where the full waveform shape is not
needed, as, for example, in brain or muscle imaging applica-
tions, where the early window monitors systemic activity at
the level of the skin and the late window extracts information
about deeper structures.64–67 In the present implementation,
the fast-gated counter allows acquiring up to 100 Mcps (ten
times higher than the limit of the traditional TCSPC systems),
but holding the potential of reaching GHz counts rate with
proper electronic design, without loss of performance with
respect to a full TCSPC system.181 Additionally, a fast-gated
counter can also be easily integrated in a single die, thus
allowing low cost, low power, and highly scalable and paralle-
lizable solutions for next-gen TD systems.
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4 Future Applications and Vision
In the previous sections, we presented methods and technologies
that have been used in laboratory settings for proof-of-principle
studies on phantoms or for pilot in vivo studies. Therefore,
unlike the previous generations, the next-gen TD systems still
have not been thoroughly tested at the clinical level. A single-
channel clinical tissue oximeter using TD NIRS based on SiPM
and TDC has been recently developed and approved as a medi-
cal device in Japan (tNIRS-1, Hamamatsu Ltd.).149 We expect
that other clinical TD systems will be released from research
groups in the coming years. The full exploitation of the poten-
tialities offered by the physics of TD diffuse optics and by the
new photonic components paves the way to new or more effec-
tive applications and creates a fascinating long-term vision on
the possible evolution of the whole field.
A first direction is toward deep sensing. As depicted in
Fig. 4(a), under realistic (and safe) limits of laser exposure
and light harvesting, the maximum penetration depth can be
considerably increased (by at least a factor of 2), as compared
to the actual limits, making it possible to assess structures deeper
than 5 to 6 cm.73 New organs and functions could be accessible.
One of the most attractive is the heart, with the possibility to
monitor continuously its perfusion status and foresee the early
onset of infarct. Ischemic zones in the heart can be easily
mapped by TD NIRS during chest surgery,182 and the quest
would be to get the same information noninvasively transthora-
cic. Also, the lung—at the center of many pathologies and mor-
bidities—is a hidden organ, which could be within the reach
of TD NIRS. In a preliminary experiment, respiration-related
changes in the optical signal possibly ascribed to the changes
at the lung level were observed using a laboratory system.183
Furthermore, fetal brain monitoring, which was proposed in
clinical case studies184 or in animal models,185 could gain wider
impact by increasing the depth of sight and quantitation accu-
racy of new systems. Obviously, the broad field of brain imaging
and neuromonitoring will take advantage of increased penetra-
tion depth, for accessing subcortical structures as for traumatic
brain injury or stroke, as well as of increased sensitivity at the
cortex level by extraction of late photons. In general, looking
back at Fig. 4(a), for a typical depth of 2 to 3 cm, the full exploi-
tation of TD physics could lead the transition from a sensitivity
level just above the threshold of visibility up to more robust and
reliable signals.
Multimodality approaches in diffuse optics are gaining inter-
est because of the possibility to combine morphological evi-
dence with the specific chemical and functional information
provided by optics, and because of the great improvement in
quantitation, whenever the morphological map is used as a pri-
ori constrain for optical reconstruction. Several approaches have
been already proposed by combining diffuse optics with x-rays,
MRI, electroencephalography (EEG), and ultrasound.1,186 In this
latter case, the possibility to operate at null or short source–
detector distance by TD approaches is a great plus toward the
deployment of handheld hybrid probe compatible with standard
ultrasound use. Indeed, TD optical tomography operates in a
similar way as ultrasound, since the echoes of the photon density
waves scattered by tissue heterogeneities are detected back at the
surface as perturbations over the diffusely reflected signal. By
increasing the photon delay time, echoes from deeper regions
are observed.
In a different direction, but still with the goal to increase the
sensitivity and specificity of optical tools, we can observe the
extension of diffuse optics toward expanded spectral ranges
both at lower (<600 nm) and higher (>1000 nm) wave-
lengths.155,187 The quest here is to be able to track specific mark-
ers of pathology or functions. A first example is collagen, whose
fingerprint is mainly in the 1000- to 1100-nm region, which
could help in discriminating breast cancer lesions188 and identify
a risk factor for breast cancer onset.189–191 Extending the spectral
range up to 1700 nm, or down to 500 nm, will permit to detect
absorbers with a negligible contribution in the classical thera-
peutically window. Surely, this spectral region has already
been largely explored by classical NIRS, with many applica-
tions, particularly in the industrial sector.37 Still, TD NIRS
will bring absolute quantitation and increased depth penetration,
which are two limiting factors in typical NIRS approaches. The
spectral expansion of TD NIRS is now possible because of the
concomitant achievement of new broadly tunable laser sources
(see Sec. 3.1), InGaAs detectors (see Sec. 3.3), and advanced
solutions of the radiative transport equation overcoming the lim-
its of the diffusion approximation for high absorption.192,193
The three previous paragraphs address the increase in infor-
mation content achievable with next-gen TD NIRS. Alongside
with this, also the expansion of usability and proposal of new
modalities are also expected. A first example is the introduction
of wearable devices. These tools have been already developed
for the CW domain.76 Still, wearable TD devices could provide
more robust signals because of the higher tolerance to moving
artifacts and superficial effects, the larger independence from
background signal, and the possibility to get information out of
a single optode by hosting the source and detector at null or
small relative distance.194 As discussed, new chip-based pho-
tonic components, such as the pulsed VCSEL as source, SIPM
for detector, and CMOS TDC, are perfect ingredients for smart
wearable devices to be used in brain monitors or muscle oximeters.
A further perspective is offered by the noncontact approach.
Proof-of-concept phantom measurements and initial in vivo
tests during motor and cognitive brain activation paradigms
have shown the feasibility of remote noncontact deep tissue
imaging.71,97 The clue here is the adoption of fast gating to
extract deep signals out of the overwhelming contamination
of direct reflections and superficial (extracerebral) signals.
Coupled with scanning71 or smart tracking systems, this
approach is attractive for intraoperative subsurface imaging or
remote sensing. Generally, it can make the detection of cognitive
functions more appealing since no probe positioning or dedi-
cated helmets are needed. Should the hemodynamic response
of the brain be proven as a valid indicator of lie detection as
suggested in the past,195–199 then noncontact diffuse optics sys-
tems could be employed also for security installations.
Key issues are surely miniaturization and tremendous cost
reduction. Next-gen TD systems could be easily produced as
smart all-integrated microelectronic devices using standard tech-
nologies or exploiting low-cost production of standard telecom
components (e.g., VCSELs). Since the electronics integrating
the photonic components can be designed as an ASIC, the pro-
duction of a smart TD NIRS chip is industrially feasible. The
driving force here could be the consumer market since TD
NIRS is possibly the only technology compatible with safe
and easy consumer use, capable to provide functional informa-
tion from inside the human body. As pointed out by key tech-
nology players,92 it is likely that future smartphones will host
onboard many VCSELs for increased interactions with the
environment and the people. Using a smartphone for remote
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noncontact sensing of the subject’s head for new dimensions of
augmented reality is not out of sight. Also, the longed-for
remote home diagnostics could achieve a new tool at hand by
quick extraction of functional parameters to be sent by the
patient to a remote medical expert.
Cost and size reduction, wearable probes, and intrinsic
robustness of TD NIRS from external ambient contamination
(e.g., moving artifacts, background light, and displacements)
reveal new perspectives also for sociopsychological studies, like
hyperscanning.200 Simultaneous monitoring of brain responses
in different subjects performing the same protocols or interact-
ing with each other has been approached with functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and with EEG. However,
due to the constraints associated to fMRI, the combined
approach fMRI-EEG is restricted to protocols not involving
freedom of movement to the subject, therefore limiting the
wealth of studies. The idea to distribute many TD NIRS head
probes to individuals interacting in common tasks (e.g., students
listening to a lecture or people watching a football match) is
fascinating for studying the reaction of different brains to the
same stimuli and for understanding the roles of interaction and
environment. Photonics could help in bridging the world of social
sciences/anthropology/sociology and psychology/pedagogy to
the world of neurology/neurosciences by providing simple tools
to quantify brain functions in real-life operations. Clearly,
behind these dreams, which are in principle within the capabil-
ities also of CW devices, there is the compelling need to improve
the accuracy and reliability of NIRS signals, to get rid of all
confounding effects. Again, referring to Sec. 2, this goal can
be reached fully exploiting the TD approach by a combination
of a 10-fold increase in sensitivity to cortex activations using late
photons and of the disentanglement from superficial/systemic
and environmental effects.
Another potential field is offered by ethology. Assessing
brain functions noninvasively in animals (e.g., sheep, dog)
opens new perspectives in a field, where fMRI is severely
hampered and limited to few well-trained animals. Some prom-
ising results have been presented using wearable CW devi-
ces,201–204 and the new TD technology could yield further
advances. This is a unique path to better understand their evo-
lution and behavior but also to monitor distress or suffering in
intensive breeding or in animal experiments. Due to increasing
public opinion awareness,205 this aspect could become critical in
the future also on the normative side.
The prefigured advancements of TD diffuse optics—some of
them already at a proof-of-principle stage—are extremely timely
since they meet the user and clinical needs for new smart tools to
probe the body functions in depth, which are raising great inter-
est from strong technology actors.206 As shown in Table 1, next-
gen TD NIRS will offer within the same technology a wealth of
key features—some of them already well established, others
new or enhanced—which could be definitely of interest in
the search of novel personalized sensing tools.
“Noninvasiveness” is the most obvious feature and at the
basis of the key attractiveness of photonics. This, of course, is
a key requirement to serve also the market of remote home diag-
nostics. “Noncontact” is made possible by the adoption of short-
distance time-gated measurements and expands the field of
applicability of TD NIRS to new scenarios. “Functional and
chemical capabilities” are a well-known benefit of optics as
compared to most of the traditional clinical imaging modalities,
which rely mostly on morphology. “Wearability” is a conse-
quence of the continuous process of miniaturization. Although
not yet proven for TD, the key components are already there and
could be achieved with proper engineering. “Depth sensitivity”
is definitely a crucial advantage of diffuse optics over all other
optical diagnostics tools. As shown in Fig. 4(a), we are still far
from the ultimate limits, and the foreseen increase in sensitivity
will secure existing applications on sounder basis. “Absolute
quantitation” of the absorption coefficient—and of the related
tissue composition—is a good requisite for an objective grading
of a lesion or of a response. Finally, “scalability” comes from the
Table 1 Main feature of TD diffuse optics.
Feature Description Status References
Noninvasive Completely noninvasive and nondestructive (for
industrial applications)
Limits of TD NIRS are calculated for the maximum safe
laser exposure
73
Noncontact Remote noncontact monitoring feasible either as single-
point or in scanning mode
Proof-of-concept on phantoms and on basic brain
activation paradigm
71, 97
Functional Provide both functional (i.e., related to the metabolism
or oxygen demand) and chemical (i.e., related to tissue
composition) information
This is a well-known advantage of optics as compared
to most of other purely morphological imaging
modalities in clinics
1
Wearable Wearable devices feasible for point-of-care,
personalized diagnostics or continuous monitoring
Already demonstrated for CW, not yet for TD 76
Deep Probing subsurface tissues down to a depth of around
6 cm
Deep probing up to 9 cm source–detector separation




Absolute automatic quantification not dependent on
skilled personnel
Some attempts toward, e.g., classification of breast
lesions
188, 189
Scalable The very same basic unit is used on single-optode
smartphone-based consumer applications and on
>1000 optodes PET-like clinical systems
Usability of basic building blocks embedded onto the
probe demonstrated
73, 146, 147
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sharing of the same physical basis and elementary TD cell
between a >1000 optode PET-like clinical optical tomograph
and a single-optode smartphone-based device. Taken as a
whole, all these distinct features, not easily found even sepa-
rately in other diagnostics modalities, prefigure a new pervasive
and unique technology, which could result in one of the most
attractive photonic tools of next decades.
5 Conclusion
We have reviewed the basic features of the TD approach to dif-
fuse optics and the building blocks of TD systems. The recent
advances in photonic components and devices enable the exploi-
tation of the new physical concepts of time-gating and null dis-
tance. The vision for the next 20 years is that TD NIRS and DOI
systems will become smaller, at the level of integration in wear-
able devices, and smarter, increasing their overall accuracy in
the noninvasive detection and quantification of tissue compo-
nents. Clinical-, industrial-, and consumer-level applications
will benefit from this advanced technology.
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